
Creatures D6 / Kouhun (Venomous Insect)
Name:

Kouhun

Type: Poisonous Insect

Dexterity: 4D+2

Perception: 2D+1

Strength: 1D+2

Special Abilities

        Poisonous Bite: Kouhun have a poisonous bite which does 8D damage if it manages to breach the

victims skin (any successful hit which manages to overcome any armour).

        Venomous Sting: Kouhun have a secondary attack with their tail which although not fatal can prove

to be a distraction. If a Kouhun does damage to a victim requiring strength to overcome it, the victim is

distracted by the pain of the venom coursing through their veins that they lose 1D from all skill use until

the venom is treated, or runs its course after around 30 minutes.

Move: 6

Size: 0.3m long

Description: The kouhuns of Indoumodo are equipped with two means of delivering venom into their

victims. Their mouthparts inject a fast-acting nerve-poison to kill their prey. Their tail-mounted stinger

delivers a painful, but non-lethal, venom. Assassins employing kouhuns typically starve them in advance

of their deadly assignments. 

        Small, silent, deadly arthropods, kouhuns are extremely poisonous creatures employed by

assassins who don't want to be traced. They can be delivered remotely, and instinctively seek out the

body heat of their target. 

        Zam Wesell employed a pair of kouhuns in an assassination attempt against Senator Padm?

Amidala. She stowed the creepy creatures aboard her ASN-121 droid, and dispatched the floating

mechanical to Padm?'s Coruscant apartment. Cutting into her bedroom window, ASN-121 released its

deadly cargo. A sudden burst of Force-intuition alerted protector Anakin Skywalker to the kouhuns'

presence, and he stormed in and hacked the creatures to death with his lightsaber. 
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